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Efforts should also be made to develop the digital economy, promote deep integration between the internet, big data, artificial intelligence, and real economy, and make the manufa ...
Digitalization injects vitality into China's real economy
Instead—and it’s a suggestion I find persuasive—the idea is to revitalize and extend all your OLAP and ... Business Intelligence, where predefined dashboards and manual data exploration ...
Fusing business and Artificial Intelligence: The ideal way to salvage your now-useless Covid data
Hall is a Co-Director of the Institute for Artificial Intelligence + X at the University ... Have PSPB revise the PSPB Operations Manual so as to make it more user-friendly and comprehensive (e.g., ...
IEEE Vice President-Publication Services and Products
However, as the volumes increased, databases specifically designed for OLAP workloads emerged. The enterprise data warehouse became key to an increasingly robust business intelligence market. A little ...
Dremio Reinvigorates the Data Lake
Of course, everyone has their own idea of what the "best" portable jump starter is, so this list is based on user ratings and reviews from all across the web. We've selected jump starters from a ...
Best portable jump starters for 2021
The workshop “will explore the ways in which user interfaces can have the effect, intentionally or unintentionally, of obscuring, subverting, or impairing consumer autonomy, decision-making ...
Regulation of Dark Patterns Protects Consumers on the Web
The District Court of Connecticut dismissed employment discrimination claims asserted under the Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”) with regard to state authorized medical marijuana use.
Connecticut Medical Marijuana User Could Not Proceed With ADA Claims
She is also involved in peer group mentoring of members on various aspects of the DW & BI technology like ETL, OLAP and ... of data management and business intelligence. He recently authored a book, A ...
Conference Advisory Committee
The ColorPro Professional Monitor stood out from 10,000 entries, and was honored for its superb minimalistic design, enhanced user experience, and unique features such as the exclusive ColorPro TM ...
ViewSonic's ColorPro Professional Monitor Wins iF Design Award 2021 for its Innovative Design and User-Friendliness
Combined with EDB database migration tools and support, the joint solution gives customers an easy way to modernize legacy analytics and business intelligence data platforms. “Demand for fast ...
Swarm64 and EnterpriseDB Collaborate to Provide Open Source Alternative to Legacy Data Warehouse Databases
“Today’s cloud data warehouses and data lake analytics are struggling to deliver cost effective analytics as data and user volumes explode ... At the system’s core is OLAP (online ...
Big Data Analytics Startup Kyligence Raises $70M In Series D Funding
TORONTO (Reuters) - Investors in Canada are shunning interest-rate sensitive stocks, seeking inflation protection and betting on a steeper yield curve as the Bank of Canada leads global central banks ...
As Bank of Canada turns hawkish, investors retool for higher rates outlook
"Given that China is an unparalleled priority for the intelligence community, I will start with highlighting certain aspects of the threat from Beijing," Director of National Intelligence Avril ...
U.S. spy chiefs say China is 'unparalleled priority'
Biden has directly raised concerns with Chinese President Xi Jinping on Hong Kong ... Jamal Khashoggi even after the publication of U.S. intelligence showing Salman approved of the hit.
Biden's first 100 days: Where he stands on key promises
BOAO, China (Reuters) -Chinese President Xi Jinping said on Tuesday that the global governance ... and Japan will jointly invest in areas such as 5G technology, artificial intelligence, quantum ...
China's President Xi calls for more equitable global governance
HONG KONG (Reuters Breakingviews) - What’s left for Chinese internet companies deprived of the ability to leverage user data ... President Xi Jinping's cleanup of so-called platform companies ...
Breakingviews - China’s antitrust push forces digital reinvention
The Gallatin County Sheriff’s Office said the bear was possibly trying to protect his food – a moose carcass – when it found Charles Mock, who was working as a Montana backcountry guide ...
Guide mauled to death by grizzly bear near Yellowstone National Park
China-India border tensions "remain high" despite some force pullbacks this year, the US intelligence community ... launched by Chinese President Xi Jinping when he came into power in 2013.
China-India border tensions 'remain high' despite some force pullbacks: US intelligence Report
China’s scientific and technological workers in this area have made a number of significant, internationally influential innovations over recent years. In 2020, Chinese scientists developed the ...
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